Method for evaluating lateral shearing interferograms.
Wavefront shearing interferometers have inherent advantages over more conventional interferometers because they do not need a separate reference wavefront. However, the fringe patterns are less directly related to the wavefront shape. In this paper, a method is described that uses data obtained from two lateral shear interferograms sheared in orthogonal directions to describe a wavefront of any arbitrary shape. Analysis of the data defines the wavefront on a regular grid, using a least squares criterion to match the measured data to the reconstructed shear data. Because each point on the final wavefront is involved in at most four measurements, the matrices tend to have many zero elements, making them easily solvable by simple numerical techniques, even for several hundred points. An error analysis indicates that the accuracy of the final results can be as good as the accuracy of the measured data. The procedure is described, and results of a typical analysis are shown.